Motivation
The analysis of reactive systems requires models representing the system, its interaction with the environment and taking into account features of the underlying execution structure. It is important that such models are timed if analysis concerns performance, action scheduling or in general, dynamic aspects of the behavior. In practice, timed models of systems are obtained by adding timing constraints to untimed descriptions. For instance, given the functional description of a circuit, the corresponding timed model can be obtained by adding timing constraints about propagation delays of the components to build a timed model of a real-time software, quantitative timing information concerning execution times of the statements and signi cant c hanges of the environment m ust be added.
The construction of timed models of reactive systems raises some important questions concerning their composition and in particular, the way some wellunderstood constructs for untimed systems can be extended to timed systems.
In this tutorial, we present an overview of existing executable timed formalisms with a global notion of time, by putting emphasis on problems of compositional description. The results on compositionality h a ve been developed in collaboration with S. Bornot, at Verimag.
Timed Formalisms
Timed formalisms are extensions of untimed ones by adding clocks, real-valued variables that can be tested and modi ed at transitions. Clocks measure the time elapsed at states. Timed automata AD94,ACH + 95], timed process algebras NS91] and timed Petri nets can be considered as timed formalisms.
The semantics of timed formalisms can be de ned by means of transition systems that can perform time steps or (timeless) transitions. A state is a pair (s v), consisting of a control state s (of the untimed system) and a valuation of the clocks. As a rule, transitions are speci ed by a guard (predicate) on clocks and an assignment o f new values to clocks. They correspond to actions of the considered system. Time progress conditions are predicates on clocks associated with control states s that specify how time can progress: a time step of duration d can be performed from s only if all the intermediate states satisfy the time progress condition.
An important feature of timed models is the possibility t o e x p r e s s urgency of an action (transition). An action enabled at a state (s v), becomes urgent i f time cannot progress at v. As time cannot advance, the urgent action can be executed. Expressing urgency is essential in modeling the real-time behavior of systems. However, stopping time progress to simulate urgency, can be a source of problems, especially when composing timed models. The independent description of transitions and of time progress conditions may induce undesirable deadlock situations where time cannot progress and no action is enabled.
To a void timelocks, a class of timed formalisms has been studied where time progress conditions are associated with the transitions in the form of deadlines SY96,BS98,BST97]. The deadline of a transition is a predicate on clocks which implies the associated guard and represents the set of the clock valuations at which the transition becomes urgent. Inclusion of deadlines in the corresponding guards implies time reactivity that is, whenever time progress stops, there exists at least one enabled transition. The use of deadlines has another interesting consequence. Each transition with the associated guard, deadline and assignment, corresponds to an elementary timed system, called timed action.
We show h o w a timed transition system can be obtained as the composition of timed actions.
Composition of Timed Systems
As usual, the behavior of a timed system is obtained by composing the behavior of its components. Most of the work on the composition of timed systems, concerns timed process algebras. Very often it adopts a principle of independence between timed and untimed behavior: transitions and time steps of the system are obtained by composing independently the transitions and time steps of the components. Furthermore, a strong synchrony assumption is adopted for time progress. Time can progress in the system by some amount d only if all the components agree to let time advance by d. This leads to elegant urgency preserving semantics in the sense that component deadlines are respected. However, this orthogonality b e t ween time progress and transitions may easily introduce timelocks, especially when an untimed description with communication allowing waiting, e.g. rendez-vous, is extended into a timed description. In such cases, it is questionable whether the application of a strong synchronization rule for time progress is always appropriate. For instance, if two systems are in states from which they will never synchronize, it may be desirable not to further constrain time progress by the strong synchronization rule.
As an alternative to urgency preserving semantics, exible composition semantics have been studied BST97, BS98] . This semantics preserve time reactivity. To avoid timelocks, urgency constraints are relaxed in some manner that is shown to be optimal. The main idea behind exible semantics, is to adjust waiting times of the components so as to achieve a desirable global behavior satisfying by construction, the following two sanity properties.
One property is time reactivity which can be guaranteed by construction and is related to absence of timelock. Contrary to other stronger well-timedness properties, time reactivity i s v ery easy to satisfy by construction.
The second property is activity preservation and is related to absence of (local) deadlock. It requires that if some action can be executed after waiting by some time in a component, then some (not necessarily the same) action of the system can be executed, after waiting by some (not necessarily the same) time.
The Compositional Framework
We show h o w timed systems can be built from timed actions by preserving both time reactivity and activity of components.
The set of the timed actions on given set of clocks, set of control states and vocabulary of action names, consists of a transition on control states labeled by a tuple (a g d f ) where a is an action name, g is a guard, d is a deadline and f is a function on clocks. The guard g and the deadline d are predicates on clocks such that d implies g, representing respectively the set of enabling and the set of the urgent states of the timed action. The function f represents the e ect of the execution on clock states.
A timed system is a set of timed actions. Following a standard process algebra approach, it can be described in an algebra of terms generated from some constant, representing the idle system, by using timed action pre xing, non deterministic choice and recursion. Equality o f terms is the congruence obtained by assuming associativity, commutativity and idempotence of non deterministic choice, that is, the labeled transition structures of the terms are bisimilar, where equality o f two labels means identity o f their action names and equivalence of the corresponding guards, deadlines and functions.
We de ne two kinds of operators on timed systems: priority c hoice operators and parallel composition operators. The operators are timed extensions of untimed operators. We g i v e su cient conditions for preserving both time reactivity and activity of components.
Priority c hoice operators
Priority i s a v ery useful concept for modeling interrupts or preemption in realtime systems. A well-known di culty with introducing priorities, is that they are badly compatible with compositionality and incrementality of speci cation BBK86,CH90,BGL97].
We de ne priority c hoice operators, that is choice operators depending on a relation between actions. This relation is an order on action names parameterized by non negative reals representing degrees of priority. Roughly speaking, if action a 2 has priority over action a 1 of degree d, then in the priority choice of two timed actions with labels a 2 and a 1 , action a 1 will be disabled if action a 2 will be enabled within d time units. The main results concerning priority c hoice are the following: { Priority choice operators can be expressed in terms of non deterministic choice operators, by restricting appropriately the guard and the deadline of actions of lower priority. The restricted guards and deadlines can be speci ed in a simple modal language. However, modalities are just a macronotation, as they represent q u a n ti cation over time which can be eliminated.
{ We p r o vide su cient conditions on the priority order, for the priority o p e rators to be associative, commutative and idempotent. This result allows to consider priority c hoice operators as basic operators, generalizations of non deterministic choice. The latter can be considered as the choice operator for the empty priority order.
{ We show that under these conditions, priority order operators preserve a ctivity in the following sense: for every state, if an action a is enabled under the non deterministic choice then either a or a higher priority action will be enabled under the priority c hoice.
Parallel composition operators
Parallel composition operators for timed systems are considered as extensions of parallel composition operators for untimed systems. We suppose, as usual, that the latter are de ned in terms of choice operators and some associative a n d commutative synchronization operator on actions, by means of an expansion rule Mil83, Mil89] . { We s h o w that maximal progress can be achieved in synchronization by using priority choice in the expansion rules. Furthermore, we provide su cient conditions for activity preservation. The algebraic framework is completed by studying a simple algebra with synchronization operators for timed actions. We deduce laws for timed systems that take i n to account the structure of the actions and there properties.
Typed Actions -A Simpli ed Framework
A practically interesting simpli cation of the theoretical framework comes from the (trivial) remark that any timed action can be expressed as the non deterministic choice between a lazy action and an eager action. A lazy action is an action whose set of urgent states is empty and an eager action has its deadline equal to its guard. This allows to consider only these two types of actions in speci cations and simpli es the rules for synchronization.
Sometimes it is useful in practice, to consider a third type of urgency, delayable actions. An action is delayable if its deadline is exactly the falling edge of the guard. That is, it cannot be disabled without becoming urgent. We s h o w that parallel composition of systems with delayable actions yields systems with delayable actions.
Discussion
The distinction between urgency preserving and exible approach seems to be an important one and is related to the ultimate purpose of the speci cation. When a complete speci cation is sought, in view of analysis and veri cation, it is reasonable to consider that the violation of component deadlines is an error. On the contrary, if the purpose of the speci cation is to derive a system which i s correct with respect to given criteria, knowing the behavior of its components, the exible approach is appropriate. This approach provides a basis for constructing timed systems that satisfy the two sanity properties, time reactivity and activity preservation. It is very close to synthesis and can be combined with automatic synthesis techniques.
An important outcome of this work is that composition operators for untimed systems admit di erent timed extensions due to the possibility of controlling waiting times and \predicting" the future. The use of modalities in guards drastically increases succinctness in modeling and is crucial for compositionality. I t does not imply extra expressive p o wer for simple classes of timed systems, where quanti cation over time in guards can be eliminated.
The de nition of di erent synchronization modes has been motivated by t h e study of high level speci cation languages for timed systems, such as Timed Petri nets and their various extensions SDdSS94,SDLdSS96,JLSIR97]. We h a ve shown that the proposed framework is a basis for the study of the underlying semantics and composition techniques if they are bounded, then they can be represented as timed systems with nite control.
An outstanding fact is that the combined use of the di erent synchronization modes, drastically helps keeping the complexity of the discrete state space of the descriptions low BST97]. Both max-synchronization and min-synchronization can be expressed in terms of and-synchronization but this requires additional states and transitions. Furthermore, this destroys compositionality, in the sense that timed speci cations cannot be obtained from untimed speci cations by preserving the control structure.
We believe that max-synchronization and min-synchronization are very powerful primitives for the speci cation of asynchronously cooperating timed systems. The use of and-synchronization is appropriate when a tight synchronization between the components is sought. The other two synchronization modes allow avoiding \clashes" in cooperation, for systems of loosely coupled components. For instance, max-synchronization corresponds to timed rendez-vous and can be used to obtain in a straightforward manner, timed extensions of asynchronously communicating untimed systems.
The presented framework requires further validation by examples and practice. We are currently applying the exible approach to the compositional generation of timed models of real-time applications and in particular, to scheduling.
